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In a recent interview for the Guardian
newspaper an English Vice-Chancellor
stated he wanted fees to go as high as
£10,000 a year, like the American model
Fees in Northern Ireland have led to a
17% drop in university applications. This
is larger than in England or Wales. 

New Labour ministers who introduced
these fees received free university edu-
cation as well as a student grant to live
off. Now they are pushing students into
debt of £9-20,000 and in the future
much, much more.

When they say there isn’t the money
there to scrap fees they do not mention
they are willing to spend £76 billion on
replacing the Trident Nuclear system or
£7billion on the occupation of Iraq. The
money is there so why do they force
students to pay through the nose for a degree?

The government wants to open further education to private business much like
the American model. This can only mean massive cuts in unprofitable facilities
while the cost of fees will shoot up. Like all other privatised facilities the cost
soars but the service deteriorates. We need only look at past rail disasters
which have been blamed on poor maintanence and lack of investment. 

Socialist Students, the sister section of the Socialist Society, have initiated the
Campaign to Defeat Fees to bring together students who want to get
organised and fight against fees.

We are returning to an education system just for the rich - it has to be
stopped. The Socialist Society is helping to build the opposition against fees.
We need to begin to organise on campus and put pressure on the NUS-USI to
call and put resources into a day of protest. However protests alone will not
force the government to back down but if we organise a campaign throughout
England, Wales and Northern Ireland we can put massive pressure on the
government. 
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CAMPAIGN TO 
DEFEAT FEES

WE DEMAND :

�SCRAP ALL FEES

�A LIVING GRANT FOR ALL
STUDENTS

�STOP ALL CUTS AND CLO-
SURES

�BIG BUSINESS OUT OF

EDUCATION - NO TO

PRIVATISION 
�FREE QUALITY

EDUCATION FOR ALL

COULD 
INCREASE TO

£10,000 A YEAR! ! !

TOP-UP FEES

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO
DEFEAT FEES: 

�SIGN THE PETITION 
�TAKE LEAFLETS FOR

YOUR FRIENDS 
�GET ACTIVE AND COME

TO PROTESTS 
�JOIN THE SOCIALIST

SOCIETY TODAY 


